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Neste Guia, você vai estudar “Phrasal verbs”.
Volume 4 – Ampliação
Prof. Juliana Alvarez

Para se mexer:

set aside - to reserve
bring back - fetch something
get around - to travel to different places
pass out - become unconscious
come back - return
let on - make clear
take up - to begin a new hobby
My brother usually gets around with his wife.
Once, I passed out in the market.
Don’t be afraid! Let the things on!
She needs to take up. She is nervous all the time.
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Phrasal verbs: there is a combination of two or three words to form a phrasal verb but when
together the meaning is totally different.

let down - lengthen
check off - make a mark next to
carry on - continue
come across - discover by accident
break into - interrupt a conversation
do over - repeat

He carries with his life on after his father death.
They are still going along with this behavior!
Jenny breaks into when we are on the phone. She is so
inconvenient!
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go along - to continue to happen

Question 1- Complete the sentences using the correct phrasal verb.
break off
bring down
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get down
get in
fill out
wipe out
a) ______, please!
b) Frank ____ things with Ann.
c) We need to ______ the trash. There is too much.
d) She is ________ the form.
e) This new virus is ___________ the population.
f) Grandma can’t _______ the stairs alone. She needs help.

a) Get in; b) broke off; c) bring down; d) filling; e) wiping out; f) get down
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Question 2- Match the phrasal verb with the meaning.
1. to put off
2. to put through
3. to get about
4. to get away
5. to get along
6. to make up
7. to make after
8. to hold on
) to become widely known

(

) to chase

(

) to postphone

(

) to interact

(

) to keep telephone line open

(

) to connect somebody to phone

(

) to apply a cosmetic or make-up to

(

) to escape
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(

Question 3 - Read:
a) He was getting away when the police officers arrested him.
c) They were getting along well last year.
d) Have you held your friend with her problems?
What is the meaning of the phrasal verbs above?:
a) ___________________
b) ___________________
c) ___________________
d) ___________________
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b) She is putting of her surgery.

a) to escape; b) to postphone; c) to Interact; d) to keep telephone line open

#IrAlém
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Let’s learn more about “Phrasal verbs” doing a different activity?
This is a quiz! Choose the correct alternative to scores-points.

Available on: <https://www.englishclub.com/vocabulary/phrasal-verbs-quiz.htm>. Access
on: : Oct. 1, 2020.
I’ll bet you are gonna like it!

Have a good time!

